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I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the work of fitting a regression
function which is a polynomial in one variable can be greatly
simplified by the use of orthogonal polynomials. The earli·
est reference to orthogonal polynomials seems to be in some
work by Tchebycheff as far back as 1857. It was not until

‘ early in the twentieth century, however, that their use in

statistics began to be fully appreciated.
Since 1930 much has been written concerning the appli—

cation of orthogonal polynomials to statistical data. Some

of the more prominent articles are those by Allan (1930),

Wishart (1933), Aitken (1933), Fisher (1938) and Van Der
Reyden (1943).

In many research problems it is required to fit a

regression function which is a polynomial in more than one

variate. For example, in a milk-testing problem Morton and

Vincent (1949) fitted a function relating the influence of

time and temperature of storage on milk quality. A suitable

function was found to be a polynomial of degree three in

temperature of storage and of degree two in the time of

storage as followsz

(1.1) y - bo + blt + bztz + b3T + bhtT + ¤5¤=r + b6T2

+ b7tT2 + b8t2T2 + b9T3 + bloße} + b1lt2T3
where y is the predicted quality (measured as number of hours
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to reduce a given quantity of methylene blue); bo, bl, ...,

bll represent the regression constants; t - storage time in

hours; and T - storage temperature in degrees centigrade.

A graphical presentation of the surface represented by (1.1)

is given in Figure 1. We may refer to functions of this

kind as multivariate polynomials and express them in the

general form

(1.2) {2- ik xik
il ¤ O, 1, ... al
iz - O, 1, ... d2
ik = 0, 1, ... ak

The object of this thesis is to define special orthogonal

polynomials and develop efficient methods for employing them

which have the same advantages with respect to functions of

the type (1.2) as do univariate orthogonal polynomials in

the simple case k-1. These new polynomials may be usefully

termed “mu1tivariate orthogonal polynomials.“

The idea of using polynomials of this type is implicit

in various analyses of factorial designs first given by

F. Yates (1937). George N. Tyler (19b9) and D. B. DeLury

(1950) use them a little more explicitly in evaluating

definite integrals for simple one and two dimensional cases
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(k ¤ 1, 2). It is proposed here to develop a method whereby

multivariate orthogonal polynomials can be used most efficient-

1y as independent variables in a regression analysis for

which the Morton and Vincent milk problem is a typical

example. Brief reference to the possibility of using them

in this way was given by Tyler and DeLury. However, further

work is required in developing this method, in (a) explicitly

defining the multivariate orthogonal polynomials as separate

and distinct regression variables, (b) defining their

properties, and (c) developing methods for handling cases

with dimensions K > 2 .
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II. GENERAL REGRESSION THEORY

Given a sample of stochastic variables yl, y2, ... yu,

it is often appropriate to express their respective expected
values Gl, 62, ..., Gu as a linear function of a set of
fixed parameters ßl, B2, ..., Br as follows:

(2.1) Sa - ßlxla + ßzxza + ••• + Brxra, d • 1, 2,...,n,
where the x values are known fixed constants generally termed

‘ regression variables. The expression (2.1) is generally

referred to as the true regression function of y on the

If we now define a set of errors El, E2, .;., En as the
deviation of each observation from its expected value, i.e.

we may write
' (2.2) ya • Ga + Ea, d - 1,2,..6,n,

it often happens that these errors can be assumed to be

normally and independently distributed with equal variance,

. oz. That is, the joint probability density of the errors

is given byl ~
SE2_ 2 _ • Ü

O'1.

It will be convenient to use S to denote summation over
j the range a = 1, 2, ..., n throughout the entire thesis.
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The complete probability model for this data can thus be
given in the form of the joint density function

f(Yl• YZ: •••• Yn; Bln B2: •••: Br;

G2)Thismay be described as the multiple linear regression
model with normal independent and homogeneous errors.

2.1 Estimation of the Unknown Parameters:
For this model it is readily shown that the methods of

maximum likelihood and the method of least squares estima-
tion give the same results. If we let bl, b2, ..., br be
the least squares estimates of Bl, B2, ..., Br respectively,

the function
(2.5) ya - blxla + bzxza + ••· + brxra a • 1,2,...,n
is known as the “least squares regression equation” and the

errors
(2.6) ea - ya - ya e - 1,2,...,n,

may be termed the "least squares errors”.

The method of least squares consists of finding the

regression coefficients bl, b2, ..., br so that the error
sum of squares

<2·7> Sbä · Sm · bibia - bzxza · — bx-==„>*
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is minimized. These values are obtained by solving the
following normal equations. I

blall * b2al2 * "° * brair ' gl

b1a2l * b2a22 * °'° * brazr ‘ gz
(2.8) ·

blarl + bzsrz + ··· + haare · er
where aij - Sxiaxja
and gi • Sxiaya .
A,s¤?fi:ierw condition for these equations to have a unique
solution is that the determinant |A|, where A is the matrix
of the coefficientsaij, does not vanish. This solution is

(
given by
(*9) (*6 " i§l·=1jg1
where cij is the ijth element of the inverse matrix A'l.

2.2 Analysis of Variance:
( An unbiased estimate sz of cz which has n—r degrees of

freedom, being distributed as E%;p2ÖXä_r is generally
obtained from the following analysis of variance.
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Analysis of Variance for Regression

Source of Variation S.S. d.f. M.S.

Riegreseon R · E b g r R rr i_l i i r/
Error SSQ · SST · Rr

n-rTotalSST • Syä n

The equalitiee Br · Z bigi and SS° • SST · Rr are ·
i•l '

readüy demonstrated and provide useful short cute in the e

methods of caleulation.

2.3 Distribution of Reggession Coeffigients:
Given that the multiple regreseion model with normal

independent and homogeneous errors holds, the following can

be proven about the distribution of each of the b's:
(a) the expected value, E(bi), is Si; I

(b) the variance·covarianee matrixis(c)

bi is normally distributed; and

(d) if bf be used to denote any other unbiased estimate

11 zßéß.of Si then by Markoff*s t eoremobi2.

W. G. Cochran (1945).
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2.h Fundamental Theorem of Multiple Regression:
The most important theorem in connection with signifi-

cance testing in multiple regression work is one which might

well be termed the fundamental theorem of multiple regres-

sion and may be stated as follows: Given that the multiple

linear regression model with normal independent and homo-

geneous errors is appropriate for a given set of data, let

xl, x2, ..•, xk, xr represent any partition

of the regression variates. Define a null hypothesis as

Ho: Bk+l ‘
Bk+2 ° °°° ° ßr‘

Let Rk and Rr be the regression sums of squares obtained on

fitting a regression equation to the first k x's alone and

to the entire r x's respectively• Let sa be the unbiased

estimate of the error variance, oz. Define a test ratio as

( - R )/r-k
s

Then,
2 l 2(a) s is distributed as E:;¤g;h_r, and

(b) if H0 is true, (RT -Rk)/r-k is distributed as

;%E¤@x;·k and thence T is distributed as
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III, UNIVARIATE ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMKALS

3,1 A Useful Transformation:
A valuable theorem in multiple linear regression work

is the following}: Let
(3,1) ein - Lilxia + Lizxza + ••• + Lirxru i - 1,2,,,,,r

G ‘ lgzgeeegn

be a linear non·singular transformation of the x°s, Let

¢¤.z> 9; - ¤;¤l; + ¤a=2„ + ··* * “;=r¤
be the least squares regression line fitted to the new

variables, z, Put

*3-3* hä " bine *bäxzafor
the function linear in the x's obtained by substituting

_ the values (3,1) for the z*s in equation (3,2), Then the

theorem states that ya • ya, That is, the least squares

values of y are the same whether the regression is fitted

directly on the x variables er on the transformed variables,

s, From this it follows that the sums of squares for

regression and for error are invariant when calculated from

(3,3) er from (2,n),

3,2 Orthogonal Regression Variates:

In making the transformation illustrated in the

preceding section, one may choose the L*s so that

3, W, G, Goehran (19LS)
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(3•k) Saga • 1; and Sziazja - O
This is called an orthogonal transformation, By imposing
this condition of orthogonality, the normal equations for
the regression on the s's are
(3,5) bi 1 • 1,2,,,,,r,

Noting the work required in solving these normal equations

as compared with the normal regression equations of y on

the x*s, the advantage of having orthogonal regression

variates can be readily seen,
If the transformstion of x*s to z's is chosen, as it

can be, so that Lij ~„0 where j > i, (in which case the

matrix of the elements Lij is said to be triangular), the

additional regression sums of squares, Br · Bk, is given

r
simply by the sum 2 bäsi, In many cases this reduces

i-k+1
the amount of work in applying the fundamental theorem by

95 perceut or more,

In some cases, however, the work required in finding

a triangular transformation so that the a's will be orthogo-

e nal will require just as much effort as the trouble it saves

in the fitting of the regression directly to the x*s, In

such cases, a linear transformation of this kind is gener-

ally not worth while, In other cases, however, as we shall

see in the following subsection, such transformations are

very useful,
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3.3 Orthogonal Polygomialszv
In the problem of fitting a polynomial curve to a

regression variable, it often happens that the values of

the variable are equally spaced. Because of this, it is

only necessary to work out one transformstion which will

suit many different problems. This transformation has been

obtained in the form of sets of transformed variate values

which are termed orthogonal polynomials and are denoted by

ai. In fitting a polynomial regression of degree h, that

is a curve of the form

Y "*
boxo + blxl+ b2x2+

'°°
‘*’ bhxhg

h+l orthogonal polynomiala sö, gi, ..., gg may be written as

ab x
[ .„ 0 1Q klüx **11*(3•7)

·

where K is a non—singular matrix of arbitrary constants

chosen so that the s"s are orthogonal and consist of

simple integral values.

With only a change in scale and a change in location,

these polynomials can be directly applicable to a large

group of curve fitting problems. These a' values along with
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their sums ef squares are tabled in Fisher and Yates (19k9)

*Stat1stica1 Tab1es” for n-1 to n¤75 and for 1-1 to 5;

(Ö - 1 for all observations and does not require tab11ng•

DeLury (1950) has tabled a complete set of orthogonal

polynomial values for i¤l,2,.•„,25 and up to n-26. This

savas a lot of repeated ealculations in separate problems•
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IV• MMLTIVARIATE ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS

4•l Theoretical Considerationsz
Consider the problem of fitting a multivariate poly-

nomial regression function of the general form

1 1 1(hn 6- Zi b 1 1 1
OOOA

set of multivariate orthogonal polynomials can be defined

for problems like these which give the same edvantages as

do the univariate polynomials in the simple one dimensional

case (k-1).
To facilitate the definition it is desirable to

introduce some further notation.

#282, az ‘ O, 1, •••, @2

represent each of the values of the respective x's, and

put ya1,a2’ ___, ak for the observed value of y taken at

th
the aj value of Xj, j‘l,2,•••,k•
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Let the notation y , a•1,2,...,n be ordered with ·
a

respect to the new notation y by the c0rresp0nd—
algazg • e egak

ence between d and al,a2,...,ak indicated in Table I.
Let ei1’i

'
i denote a multivariate orthogonal poly-

2 OO O, k

nomial of degrees i1,i2,...,ik with respect to each of the

k dimensions. The number of these which can be usefully

defined in any problem is limited to n, and the degrees,

ij ' Oy lg eeeg aj; J
‘ lg 2; eeeg ke

In the same way as the k dimensional notation

y ie ordered in the single dimeneional for
algazg ee egak

y b rd d i thya, so the notation can e 0 ere n e
form ei where i = 1, 2, ..., n bears the same relation to

il, iz, ..., ik as does a to al, az, ..., ak in Table I.

Ii multivariate orthogonal p0lynomial„mJ? now be

defined as
. s • ••• Y

where al is the; fh degree univariate orthogonal
j e

polynomial for xj, j - l, 2, ..., k.

The all important property of these multivariate

polynomials ie their mutual orthogonality which may be

demonstrated ae followst
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(Ä•3) S(Rj R;·) * SR1 1

_
1 °R‘• 1v ___ 11

• Sa ·€

Then summing with respect to the various dimensions

separately, this can be written as

°1 “2 “k
2 2 ••• E•••a
-1 a -1 a -1 1 2 kal a2 1 ak

• • I •••Rää R12 Rg;
al az äk

“1 “2 ak
I

a1'1 11 11, 82*1 12 12 8k*1 ik li

- 0
provided the equalities il-ii , 12-15, ..., ik-ii do not all
hold. This shows that ai and e{,;i f$*’&P8 mutually
orthogonal.

In the case i -1* we obtain the sum of squares Saäa as

2
al

2
az

2
ak

2(h•5) Sa · 2 a • 2 a •·· E aia a1-1 il a;-1 12 ak-l ik
· Hl *·· 82 1 Bk

which is most useful in computing the required sums of squares
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for the new multivariate orthogonal polynomials direct from
the sum of squares values tabled by Fisher and Yates.
Because of the orthogonality property, the regression
coefficient for each multivariate orthogonal polynomial is
obtained from the simple formula

(1..6) bi · 1 · 1,2,...,n.bei

The additional regression sum of squares, Rr · Rk, due to
fitting r-k additional variables, in obtained simply from

rthe sum i_ä+lbiSyei where the summation is taken over the
new regression coefficients multiplied by the respective

sum of products terms. This means that the work required

for the application of the significance test of the

fundamental theorem is relatively very small. In practice,

this theorem will be applied generally as each term is

added.
Ideally it would be desirable to have a measure of the

experimental error and to keep on taking out terms until

the residual error in the regression analysis is reduced to

the order of this figure. In certain cases an experimental

error could be decided upon arbitrarily, keeping in mind the

the conditions under which the data have been collected, and
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this could be used in the same way, If neither of these

methods are practicable, it might be desirable to fit e

regression coefficient for every degree of freedom and to

develop a method for allotting to the residual error term

those degrees of freedom which have the smallest mean

squares, combining them to give a homogeneous set, This may

be referred to as the method of "pooling for error", Care

would have to be taken in this method to allow for the

a posteriorinature of the selection of the error terms in

deciding when to stop the pooling process,

In the following problem it was necessary to adopt a

procedure consisting of a compromise between these approaches,

h,2 Shortcuts in Galcglation:

Method of folding,

Fisher and Yates (l9L9) have developed a shortcut

method by fitting a univggigte polynomial to gggg and

differences of pairs of the observations instead of to the

observations themselves, This technique may be referred to

as a "method of folding" the data, It makes use of the

symmetry of univariate orthogonal polynomials to helve the

number of calculations necessary in determining the sums

of products Syaä, i-1,2,,,,,r,

An extension of this method to multivariate orthogonal

p0ly¤omials whereby the data may be folded with respect to
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each of the k dimensions involved has been developed. This

method is straight forward and reduces the number of ca1cu·

lations for obtaining the sums of products by approximately

ggg;
· 100 percent. This ay be illustrated by the following

example.
Consider a two dimensional case in which xl and x2 take

on 4 and 5V values respectively, and denote by yélaaz the

value corresponding to the alth xl value and the azth x2

value.
The first step is to “f0ld with respect to the first

variable, xl“. This constitutes the calculation of the
following sums and differences in two separate stages.

Table II
Differences

S V20SV10V V30 S Va0SV00 VÄ0 S V20°V10V V50 S V30'V00
V§1 S V21VV11V V§1 S y3l+y01 VE1 S V21SV11V VÄ1SV22

S V22SV12‘ y32 S V32SV02 y;2 S V22SV12V V;2 S V32SV02
VE; ' y23Sy13S Vaa S VaaSVoa Väa S Y23Syl3S Vaa S Vaa°V¤a
Vga S YZASYIAS Vaa S VaaVV0a Väa S V2a°V1a‘ Vaa S VaaSV0a

The next step is to “fold with respect to the second

variable,
x_“, obtaining the following sums and differences

L. We thus have the case al·3 and
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from the first step.

Table III
Sums of Sums (++) Sums of Differences (~+)

‘++ B + , ++ B + • •+ B •- . + B •V22 y22 ’ V32 V32 ’ y22 y22 ’ V32 V32
++B+ +, ++B'+ +, •+B•• ;,•+_·•V23 V23+V2l’ V33 ~ ‘33*V31' V23 V23+VE1’ V33 V33VV3l
++B+

+,++_++.„,+, •+B•_'•,•+_•_*•V20• Yßh Yßh V30

9é£§„2s1sa2e.a„s„€„.§l‘·.@¤„2<+·> P}fÄ$5ZEBSS„?L- <-F
+•B+__+,+•B+_+, •••·•_••••·--„•y22 V22 V22' V32 V32 V32’ y22 YZ2 V22' V32 V32 V32
+-B+_+•+•B+_+, ••B••__•,••B•_•Vz3 y23 y2l° V33 Y33 y31° V23 V23 y2l° V33 V3: V31
+•B+_+,+•B+_'+, •••B•_-,••B-_•Vgl Vgl V20• V30 V30 V30. Vzh Vzl V20• V30 V30 V30

It may be ncted that when the independent variable has
an odd number ef values (e.g. n=S in this example) the
center values are repeated in summing and become ¤O¤ in
differencing.

The sums of products Sy•ai are then calculated from
Table III instead of the original y observations. For
example, consider the orthogonal polynomial values for a
linear effect in xl by a quadratic in x2, represented by al;
(in two dimensional notation) shown as follows:
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Table IV: Values of alz

-6 -2 2 6
3 1 -1 -3
6 2 -2 -6
3 1 -1 -3

-6 -2 2 6

Note the symetry of the table• Te get Syalz we simply
multiply the lower three values of the last two columns in

Table IV by the appropriate subsection in Table III, which

in this case is the one for sums of differences (-+)• The
rule for selecting the corresponding set of y values is to

match odd subscripts of ail,i ,1k with values obtained by2IOO

differencing and even subscripts with values obtained by

summing• Thus the y values corresponding to €l2 are found

in the y;+
a set• The sum of products obtained in this way

l' 2
is seen to be the same as the required sum of products.

This is demonstrated by the following:
-+ -+ -+ „+ -+(Ä 7) Zyaalgaz

1 2

-+ -+- 63(y33> + tvjkl
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‘ •2(Y22•Y12) ·l(Y23*Y13*Y21*Y11) *2(Y2a‘Y14*Y20•Y1o)
°6(Y32'YQ2) °3(y33°y03+y3l°y0l) +6(Y3h'YGk+Y3O'YQ0)

* *6Yoo * 3yOl * 6y02 * 3Yo3 ‘ 6Yoa ' 2YlO +yll +2YlZ
+yl3 ' 2Y14 * 2y2O * y2l ' 2y22 * Y23 * ZY24 *6Y3o

U '3y3l ‘ 6y32 ‘ 3Yaß * 6Yßu
· Sydaia

The main value of this shortcut lies in the fact that

once Table III has been completed the same subsectiens of

the table apply to the calculation of many of the required

sums of products. Thus subsection (++) applies to the

calculation of the sums of products with e0O,
and

andandso on.
The above folding procedure may be extended in like

manner to cases involving more than two dimensions, the

savings increasing with the number of dimensions.

Use of I. B. M. punch cards.

In passing it may be noted that these celculations are

of such nature that punched card methods could be applied

to them to great advantage. Thus ”n“ cards could be prepared

by punching the observed values ”y* on each card in the first

two or three columns. The univariate orthcgonal polynomial
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values corresponding to the y's could then be punched in

the succeeding columns. From here the multiplying devices
of an I. B. M. “Multiplier“ could be used to provide oth
the additional multivariate orthogonal polynomial values
needed and the sum of products Syai. In this method the
folding procedure might alse be used to economise in cards,
but it is doubtful that the benefits would compensate for
the time required to construct the folded tables. Unfor-
tunately, I. B. M. equipment was not available for the

problem that follows and a calculating machine was used.

A.3 Application to a Specific Problem:

H. C. Breckon (1950) conducted an experiment with heat

transfer in an externally heated fluidized bed of sova

beads in which A50 temperature observations (ya) were made.

These readings were taken inside a vertical fluidised

chamber, 30 inches in length and 3 inches in diameter.

Each observation was the mean of 3, A, or 5 individual

readings. However, most means were based on four observa·

tions and for convenience it was assumed that each had the

same expected variance, oz. _
The purpose of the experiment was to find the relation-

ship of these readings with the following factors: xl,

distance from center of chamber in inches; x2, height in

chamber in inches; x3, mass superficial air velocity of dry
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air forced through the column measured in lbs./hr./eq. ft.;
xh, temperature maintained at the chamber wall- The levels

investigated for each ef the factors are shown together with
the corresponding univariate orthogonal polynomial values
in Table V.

Table V
· Distance from Center of Chamber (in inches)

X1 0 6/8 1 1/8 1 1/8 15
Q; -20 -17 -8 7 28
QL 18 9 -11 -21 lk
Qg -20 1 22 -17 1
Qé 70 -56 28 -8 1

Height in Column (in inches)
xp 0 6 12 18 21 30
Qi -6 -1 -1 1 1 6
1; 6 -1 -1 -1 -1 6aä -6 7 1 -1 -7 6
Qä l -3 2 2 -3 1
Q5 -1 5 -10 10 -5 1

Huss Superficial Air Velocities (in lbs./hr./sq•ft•)
X3 832 1020 1116 1218 1338
Q; -2 -1 0 1 2
Q; 2 -1 -2 -1 2
Q; -1 2 O -2 l
Q ' 1 -l; 6 —l1 1h
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Temperature at Chamber Wall (°F)

xh 200 AO0 600

VE 1 ..1 1
2

Readings were taken at each of the n - 5x6x5x3 - A50

cnmbinations of these levels, and are given in Appendix A. _

Our aim in this problem is to fit a multivariate

polynomial function which will explain the variations in

the observed values in tems of the above x values. The

method of multivariate polynomials first requires the

transformation of these x values to univariate polynomials.

In the following analysis this was done as shown in Table V.

In this particular example a circumstance, which we

shall refer to subsequently as Vthe symmetry feature,”

arises which requires special comment. Since the xl

readings extend from the center of the column to the out-

side over the length of one radius, it is reasonable to

fit a polynomial with respect to xl which would give a

continuous function when mapped along a complete diameter.

With this in mind, only polynomials with even subscripts

were defined with respect to xl as is shown in Table V.

Further, in the fitting process, all readings taken at

values of xl other than ml - 0 were assumed to be the sum

of pairs of readings taker along a complete diameter, each
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one being paired with its image reflected about the center.

The reading taken at xl • O was reduced by one—half. The
data treated in this way is shown in Appendix A. Following
this idea through, it was necessary to assume in the
fitting process that the number of original observations
was n' - 810, and that the data as observed was already

folded with respect to xl.
In the analysis of variance the error mean square is

approximately one—half of what it would have been had each
observation been treated as a single value. No attempt has
been made to change this, however, since the same factor is
present in each term of the analysis. This factor is not
exactly one-half due to the separate treatment at xl — 0.
This, further invalidates the assumption of homegeneity of
variance but not, it is considered, to a serious extent.

It should also be observed that the xl and 13 values
are not quite equally spaced. However, if we let 11 - f(1l)

such that the values of xl are equally epaced, for all

practical purposes it is as reasonable to investigate the

polynomial relationships in terms of the Iä'8 as the Xi'8•

Upon defining ab • l for each dimension, the full set

of orthogonal polynomials for the problem pay now be ob-

stained from Table V using the relationship ail,i2,i3'i“ ·
gl1•g;2•g;3•s;h. For example, ezzzz has the values shown
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in part in Table VI. The cemplete table consists of sight

sections which are mirror images of the values in Table VI

reflected about the center of each of the azes for :2, :3,
and xa. It is not necessary to ”unfold“ with respect to

X1 because of “the symmetry feature* discuesed above.

The set of ¤folded“ y values, corresponding to the

g2222 values in Table VI is given in Table VII.
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Then working from these two tables
810 ++++(M8) Zlydazzzz - Zazzzzy - (—80)(313) + (··68)(6l+3) +
a- a
••• + (280)(2l26) • 3l3,h85,

The orthogonal polynomial sum of squares,

610 9 6 5 3(Ä•9) E Räzzz = Z Réz ‘ Z R52 ' E R52 ° Z R52 ·a-l ¤ a1=O .a1 a2¤O az a3-O a3 ah•0 an

0 (2772)(80)(lÄ)(6) · l6,299,360•
The corresponding regression coefficient,

, 0 b ¤ • ,0 ,(Ä l ) gggg 16,299,360 1923

All the regression coefficients obtained in this way

correct to three decimal places are given in Table VIII,

The values in the table have been doubled since due to the

· methods employed to allow for the symmetric feature, the

'working y values“ are one·half of the actual observed

values,
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The regression sum of squares due to fitting g2222,

(1..11) aeg. ss ·· ·· 6029.
9 9 "'°"°

An analysis of variance is given below followed by a

break-down of the individual degrees of freedom in the

table of mean squares (Table IX).

Analysis of Variance

Source of variation 3.3.5 d.f. H.3.5

Regression · 18,563,698 117 158,6AA

Error 25.085 333 75

Total ’ 18,588,783 A50

5. These terms include a common factor of ä (see page 28).
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Table IX

Table of Mean Squarea

£ili2i3ih M•S• aili2i3ik M•S• &ili2i3ih M•S•
0000 1A,613,586 2200 1A,898 0130 A8A

2000
A

167,9A6 A200 2,071 0210 16,190

A000 30,6A5 6200 2,936 0220 8,923

6000 17,837 2300 928 0230 668

8000 A10 2A00 976 02A0 217

0310 3,A66

0100 1,220,110 2001· 16,156 0320 711

0200 132,010 A001 7,0A2 0330 960

0300 . 2,A19 6001 2,919 03A0 6A8

0A-00
2

2A0 2002 393 0A10 170
« ouzo 1,898

0010 20,063 2010 22,015 0A30
6

725

0020 9,261 A010 1,632 OAAO 50A

0030 1,717 6010 263 0510 19A

00A0 803 8010 122 0530 152

2030 166

0001 1,803,591 2020 5,222 0101 192,803

0002 70A A020 A23 0102 7,A12

0201 55,026

2100 809 0110 32,377 0301 2A5

A100 121 0120 3,A03 0302 1,lA9
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ailizißih M,8• ailizißih M•S• gili2i3ih M•S,
0A02 1AA 0AAl 1,09A 2201 1,51A

0501 93 0122 997 A201 3A2

0502 138 0322 3,188 6201 379

0522 581
0011 6,705 03h2 289 2110 2,326

0012
6 775 0212 950 2200 A,865

0021 k•725 0A12 129 A220 258

0022 1,563 0232 623 2A20 A70

0031 763 0k32 1,679 2310 353

0032 1,138 0231 2,2A6 2120 865

00Al 739 0k3l 2,060 2210 A,616

00A2 3,278 02A2
9

252 A210 513

OAA2 1,527 2230 212

0111 33,012

0211 1,9AA 2011 3,661 2221 A,9&6

0311 h,681 2012 189 2222 6,029

0511 1,036 2031 AOA 2122 A80

0121 92 2021 2,883 2322 1,17h

0131 2,20A 2111 A,265

0331 1,A69 2101 A2A 2211 753

0112 h3h 2501 86 2121 122

0221 10,138 6101 2A8 2112 200

0A21 1,5A6 2301 132
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Least squares estimates, §a, have been calculated from

the regression coefficients and ei 1 1 1 terms corresponding
l 2 3 A

to a portion of the data. These are given in Table X

together with the corresponding observed values, ya, in

the order X¤ .
ya,

I Table X 1
a3·A

al ‘ O 1. 2 3 Ä

az
O 228 231 217 189 229

220 220 209 187 2AA

1 3A8 352 358 318 A25
3Al 351 35A 321 A29

a ,2 2 396 A03 AO8 382 $28
A 7 A03 A16 A27 383 510

3 A38 AA3 A52 A31 SSA
A3S AA8 ASA A17 SA9

1 A28 A31 AAI A26 550
A25 A35 AA2 A27 SAS

This table is not complete but will serve to illustrate

the final results of the least squares estimation.

In fitting the least squares estimate it would have

been most desirable to use the method of ”poo1ing for error”

previously discussed. However, since no I. B. M. equipment
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was available it was impracticable to fit all the terms

this requires. Instead, it was decided arbitrarily to

include in the error all mean squares lower than 75, and

the fitting process was continued until the residual mean

square was reduced to this figure. In doing this, the

regression on polynomials which were products of polynomials

already found to give significant regression coefficients

were investigated first. The arbitrary choice of a mean

square of 75 implies that the standard deviation of the

errors about the estimated values is,/EE75 or a little more

than 12 degrees fahrenheit. This was considered a satis·

factory compromise relative to the additional work required

to reduce it further.

Value of the nennen
» The value of the method will vary according to the

purposes of the experimenter. The following are examples

of the many end results which could be obtained.

(a).
iA

given experimenter may be interested primarily in

obtaining the least squares estimates themselves from the

point of view of giving the best estimate for y at any

combination of the independent variables. In this case the

table of estimated values would provide the best estimates

in the sense of having minimum variance. Thus in the heat

transfer example the best estimate of the temperature in the
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column at a distance l 1/8 inches from the center, 6 inohes
from the bottom, with mass superficial air velocity of
1338 lbs./hr./sq.ft., and with temperature of outer wall
at 600 degrees fahrenheit is Eääldegrees fahrenheit. The
observed reading in the chamber at this point was 228.
(b). Interest might lie more in the significance of each of
the regression coefficients, or in batches of the regressions,

e.g. the experimenter may be interested in the over-all

regression due to aoizgo, or in the individual regression

coefficients to evaluate the effects of an independent
variable.
(c). In the preceding problem the investigator was pri-

marily interested in the partial effect of each variable on

the temperature with the remaining variables held constant.
— This effect could be graphed by summing over the three

fixed variables and plotting the sums with respect to the

fourth variable. Further, from the fitted function, §a_· Zba

we are able to obtain a function of the form
1 1 1 1(h•l2) ya · 2bili2i3ih :11 :22 :33 xhh,

and by taking the partial derivatives of ya with respect to

each of the x variables we are able to plot the relationships

between y and the independent variables at any point in the
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chamber. The letter method gives a mare complete picture

cf the true relatiouships existing.
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